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Abstract
Artfcial intelligence (here-afer "AI") has atracted a great deal of atenton in the last year. AI is
not a new concept or discovery as itself, however, recent progress in this feld has been
remarkable. Especially, advances in machine learning technology have been notced by experts as
well as by non-professionals. The impact of AI is discussed not just in the felds of technology and
science but also in the feld of law. The queston of regulaton of AI by law has been raised in
regards to many legal issues, i.e. legal personhood, civil liability, intellectual property, etc.
Obviously, the usage of AI varies in diferent felds with its specifc implicaton for existng legal
framework.
AI and its nature resemble the well-known feld of sofware engineering and sofware as itself.
Furthermore, AI technology requires the implementaton of sofware to be functonal. Due to this,
elements of AI can be copyrighted or patented as sofware based on its nature. The queston is
whether these two technologies are the same, or similar enough, so that potental legal regulaton
of AI can be based on existng sofware law
Moreover, AI has been used for the purpose of sofware design, which makes the relatonship
between sofware and AI even closer. In the case of sofware design by AI, the consideraton
whether there might be an "artfcial" sofware developer is even more interestng. The questons
of allocaton of authorship and copyright protecton of sofware developed by AI are one of many
legal implicatons of AI on sofware law.
This artcle aims to provide an analysis of AI and sofware based on the state of art of these
technologies and open up discussion on the implicatons of sofware developed by AI. Therefore,
this artcle is divided into 3 parts with the frst part considering existng copyright protecton of
sofware with an emphasis on European legislaton. The second part provides a descripton of the
current state of art in the feld of AI, in partcular on AI sofware development. The fnal part
analyses the clash of copyright and AI with an emphasis on the protecton of sofware developed
by AI.
Keywords: artfcial intelligence; sofware development; copyright protecton; preparatory design
material

1. Sofware as a subject-mater of copyright protecton
Today, sofware is an "umbrella" term, which encompasses a wide variety of programmes and
informaton sources that controls hardware.[2] Sofware can be defned as "computer programs,
procedures and possibly associated documentaton and data pertaining to the operaton of
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computer system" according to the IEEE Standards.[3] This defniton involves more than just the
fnal product of sofware development. However, notably there is no statutory defniton of
sofware in existng law, so it can include future developments of unknown technologies.[4]
Sofware is a broad term, which is heterogeneous and composed of several diferent elements
that vary depending on the type of sofware and its functonality. In most cases, these elements
consist of source code, object code, data fows, algorithms, programming language and generaluser interface (here-afer GUI). Because of the mult-faceted nature of sofware, the development
of sofware protecton went through diferent stages of assessing the limits of protecton for these
aforementoned elements (e.g. Samuelson 1991; Stgler 2014) (See case Oracle, Am. Inc. v. Google
Inc., 2014; case BSA v. Ministerstvo kultury ČR, C-393/09, 2010; case SAS Insttute Inc. v. World
Programming Ltd, C-406/10, 2012). The nature of sofware is defned by the very fact that
sofware consists of a set of instructons which are executable by a computer. This means that
sofware will behave in the manner in which it was programmed to by its developer. In such a way;
sofware, in the sense of the fnal product of sofware development, behaves in a predictable and
predetermined manner. Irrespectve of its computatonal powers and its functonality, sofware is
in some sense a brainless machine, which executes instructons given to it by its operator;
therefore, the role of the sofware developer is undeniable.
The origin of the protecton of sofware was established in the U.S. in the 1970's and 1980's. [5]
The Natonal Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (here-afer the
"CONTU") published in 1978 their Final Report with recommendatons on a copyright amendment
to Congress. The CONTU report suggested that copyright would be, above all other solutons, the
most suitable regime for the protecton of sofware (Mark A. Lemley 2011). Beside CONTU eforts,
the World Intellectual Property Organizaton (hereafer "WIPO") also took a stand on sofware
protecton in their Model Provisions [6] and concluded that copyright might be one soluton for
the protecton of sofware (Shalgi 1986). However, such a soluton was subject to discussion and
critcal evaluatons (e.g. Karjala 1987; Samuelson 1988; Goldstein 1990; Ginsburg 1994; Stallman
1994). The fact that sofware has a utlity aspect and it is used for its functonality was the main
source of doubts whether copyright protecton is the best soluton for sofware (Samuelson 2016).
An interestng analogy regarding the functonality of sofware has been linked to recipes (Longdin
and Lim 2013); recipes, like sofware, consist of a set of instructons and eventually lead to the
creaton of a product (food or a computer program). The utlity nature of recipes is unquestonable
and can be viewed as highly valuable. Recipes, like sofware, are protected as a literary work by
copyright, which draw limits on the protecton only of the expression of these concepts. It is
obvious that functonality is a concept, which goes beyond its expression.
Copyright protecton is generally based on a principle called the idea/expression dichotomy. This is
a well-established principle which defnes the scope of copyright protecton (Samuels 1988).
Generally, the idea/expression dichotomy divides work, as a fundamental subject-mater of
copyright, on aspects which can or cannot atract copyright protecton. Copyright protecton is
exclusively provided just for an author's expression of the work and will protect an author's
copyright against illicit copying by others (Buccafusco 2016). Such an expression can be based on
an idea; however, copyright does not protect the underlying ideas (Cohen, 1990). The
idea/expression principle limits the scope of copyright protecton and secures a free fow of ideas,
informaton and abstract concepts. In the case of sofware, it should be noted that its expression
usually takes the form of source code [7] and object code [8] ; therefore, the prevailing approach
to the protecton of sofware by copyright law was the protecton of the source code as a form of
expression of a partcular sofware (Bently 2016, 243).
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Copyright protecton of sofware is well established within the majority of natonal legal regimes
as well as by internatonal agreements. [9] Any future amendments will not possibly lead to a
rebutal of copyright protecton of sofware at the internatonal level. This would require an
adopton of a new legal protecton of sofware since copyright protecton is the most common way
of sofware protecton in most states (Donát et al. 2012). Moreover, most states are bounded by
the internatonal agreements to guarantee minimal standards of copyright protecton of sofware
(see below). Nevertheless, states have the opton to establish complementary protecton out of
scope of internatonal regulaton while preserving copyright protecton.

1.1 European copyright protecton of a computer programs
EU legislaton has been established by the Directve on the legal protecton of computer programs
[10] which was later amended (here-afer "Directve"). [11] Artcle 1 of the Directve deals with
protected subject-mater and in connecton with Recital 7 provides that a protected computer
program is a program in any form, typically source code or object code; however, it also adheres
to the idea/expression dichotomy. This is evidenced in how the Directve deals with algorithms,
which depends on understanding of the term "algorithm" (Walter and von Lewinski 2010, 103).
Whenever, the term algorithm is understood as an abstract idea it does not possess copyright
protecton. [12]
Another consideraton is how the Directve deals with preparatory design materials (here-afer
"PDM"). The Directve states that PDM are protected as a computer program under the provisions
of the Directve. Since such PDM are refected in the computer program, the special provisions
provided for computer programs must also be extended to such materials. Therefore, the PDM
beneft from same scope of protecton, i.e. set of exclusive rights obtained by the right-holder, as
other forms of computer programs protected by copyright, e.g. source code (Walter and von
Lewinski 2010, 100). The exclusive set of rights and their exemptons are infuenced by the
technical nature of a computer program and aim to secure operability and interoperability of a
computer program (de Cock Buning 2007). Moreover, the PDM would be expressed in the form of
literal, graphical or scientfc work (e.g. fow charts or descripton of computer program sequences)
(Bently 2016, 244). However, the character of PDM is standardly diferent from other forms of
expression of a computer program, since the PDM includes all preparatory stages of a program
developed with regard to its fnal structure and features, such as data fow diagrams, descriptons
of the program sequences, etc. The scope of protecton of PDM in accordance with provisions of
the Directve is subject to the same limits as other elements of a computer program, e.g.
functonality, programming language, GUI (see below). The applicaton of Artcle 4, 5 and 6 of the
Directve on PDM will depend on the wording of these provisions. While artcle 4 deals with
restricted acts in regards to computer program [emphasised added], artcle 6 specifcally refers to
the code [emphasised added]. Thus, the applicaton of artcle 6 is excluded in case of PDM. Also,
the term back-up copy [emphasised added] in paragraph 2 of artcle 5 of the Directve is related to
the computer program in the form of its code.
Artcle 2 defnes the conditons which should be met to provide a computer program protecton
and says that the computer program is protected if it is its author's own intellectual creaton. The
requirement of an author´s own intellectual creaton has not set other criteria to be applied to
determine copyrightable subject mater. Recital 8 states that a computer program enjoys
copyright protecton regardless of their aesthetc or functonal merits and irrespectve of whether
a minimum level of creatvity is involved. The EU legislaton is based on a low threshold of
originality in the sense that a computer program shall not be just a copy of another program
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(Walter and von Lewinski 2010, 95). The fundamental principle is that the author shall be the
person who is responsible for the manner in which a computer program is expressed not a person
who proposes the ideas and principles that underlie it(Bently 2016, 248). The fnal version of a
sofware product depends on the process of sofware development, which is one step of sofware
engineering. [13] However, the exact parts of sofware development depend on the chosen
sofware paradigm and methodology (Ralph 2015). Nonetheless, we can divide sofware
development into sofware design, which does not involve coding, and the actual coding. The early
stages of sofware development were surrounded by the debate whether the creaton of sofware
is more of an art or a science (Lessig 2006). The main argument to support sofware development
as a feld of art is obviously the fact that one sofware product can be implemented in numerous
ways and by numerous methods. It is unquestonable that sofware development generally gives a
sofware developer plenty of opportunity for creatve freedom (see for example studies of Fagan
2004 or Gu and Tong 2004) (see case Eva-Maria Painer , C-145/10, EU:C:2011:798, 2011,
paragraphs 86-94). However, the genesis of sofware engineering refects the logic and methodical
approach towards sofware development.
It is apparent that the Directve initally intended to vest copyright in a human author(Bently 2016,
248). The Directve explicitly allows authorship of a legal person which is diferent to general
copyright protecton in the Directve on the harmonisaton of certain aspects of copyright and
related rights in the informaton society [14] (Rosat 2017); however, the Directve leave partcular
applicaton of authorship of legal person on legislaton of Member States. The Directve also has a
special provision for joint authorship works and employment work.
The scope of copyright protecton of a computer program is given by a set of exclusive rights of
right holder in artcle 4 of Directve. The fundamental rights of the right-holder are the right for
reproducton, right for alteratons, and, fnally, the right for distributon of a computer program.
The right for reproducton has wide applicaton even for the act of mere utlizaton of a computer
program that is subject to authorisaton by the right-holder (Walter and von Lewinski 2010, 130).
The reproducton of a computer program is an essental technical feature of running a computer
program that such exclusive right covers its standard usage. The text of the Directve also does not
cover loading of an embedded computer program as a restricted act (Walter and von Lewinski
2010, 131). This is especially relevant regarding the emerging sector of sofware as a service where
sofware is delivered from a central host server without executng a copy of the accessed sofware
(Brereton and Budgen 2000).
The acts of alteratons cover adaptaton, translaton or alteraton and are dealt with paragraph 1b)
of artcle 4 of the Directve. Adaptatons are understood in the sense of a new and original
creaton, and so are protected by copyright. On the other hand, translatons are deemed to be a
partcular form of adaptaton or transformaton in the literary area; in regards to sofware,
translaton means transformaton from one programming language to another while adapton is
further development of the sofware from one development stage to the subsequent. However,
the translaton of source code to the object code is not an adaptaton of sofware, because of lack
of its originality; however, such act requires a permission of right-holder in compliance with the
Directve. The Directve does not expressly defne the aforementoned terms and does not
properly distnguish between paragraph 1a) and 1b) of Artcle 4 when such state does not have
further negatve implicatons for legal practce (Walter and von Lewinski 2010, 131-2).
Lastly, the Directve in Artcle 4 paragraph 1c) deals with the right of distributon to the public. This
right is independent and complementary to the right of reproducton. The distributon rights
secure the right holder interest also against distributon of "pirated copies" which state is less
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difcult to prove within proceeding(Bently 2016, 254). It is apparent that the major source of
sofware protecton is secured by copyright law, however, design of relevant legislaton highly
refects nature of sofware and aim to secure the interoperability of sofware (de Cock Buning
2007).
As this system refects traditonal copyright principles, at the same tme it establishes sui generis
regime for the regulaton of sofware from traditonal copyright (see the Directve on the
harmonisaton of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the informaton society).
Previous secton briefy describes existng European copyright protecton of computer programme
with its emphasis on principal statutory requirements for copyright protecton as standard of
originality, authorship of computer programme as well as set of exclusive rights. The European
copyright protecton of computer program is well-established legislaton and as itself serve to its
desired purpose. However, the progress in the area of sofware development might challenge this
established legal framework, so the sofware development will no longer meet statutory
requirement for gaining copyright protecton. Such scenario will be described in following parts.

2. AI implementaton in sofware development
The technical part of sofware development has transformed considerably from its earlier stage at
the beginning of the rise of the sofware industry (Darnell and Margolis 1996, 2). In its earliest
days, sofware development would require an inordinate amount of tme and efort of a sofware
developer with programming in assembly language and defning various elements of the sofware.
While today, there are multple tools and programming languages available to sofware
developers. These tools are commonly known as Computer Aided Sofware Engineering tools
(here-afer "CASE tools"). [15] The development of CASE tools challenged the newly established
legal protecton of sofware regarding the subject-mater and scope of copyright protecton (e.g.
Arsenault 1994). CASE tools provide beter technical means for sofware design; however, the
manual partcipaton of a sofware developer on the fnal output is decreased. For example, most
common CASE Tools are a source code editor, build automaton tools and a debugger and might
be implemented in an integrated development environment (IDE), which provides comprehensive
facilites for a sofware developer. Simply said an IDE is like a word processor for sofware
development where the user will write a textual expression of a desired program while the system
will execute the machine-readable code and point out possible errors in the program. Moreover, it
is apparent that there is no longer a need for a sofware developer to manually write source code
in one of the aforementoned programming languages because usage of CASE tools even allows
the generatng of source code by itself (e.g Budinsky et al. 1996). However, the human
programmer remains integral to the development process. Nevertheless, utlising AI to aid the
development of computer programs has been a long-held desire (see: Manna and Waldinger
1974). The next secton will provide a brief descripton of AI as a technology and will be followed
by demonstraton of AI sofware development at the current state.

2.1 AI as technological progress
While AI is a well-established and commonly used term within a wide variety of media and
communicaton channels; a search for an exact defniton of AI, can prove confusing. There is no
general defniton of AI within either the research feld or a statutory defniton enacted by laws.
Furthermore, an AI may be implemented in many ways and has many forms, which does not help
in an atempt to adopt such a defniton.
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John McCarthy, who frst coined the term artfcial intelligence, presented the general defniton of
AI as the "science and engineering of making intelligent machines, especially intelligent computer
programs". [16] The defniton was provided specifcally for non-professionals and thus has not
been widely accepted by researchers in the feld of AI. Another early pioneer in AI technology,
Marvin Minsky, defned AI as "the science of making machines do those things that would be
considered intelligent if they would done by people" (Minsky 1967). Both of these defnitons
provide a very general concept and involve general terminology, which can lead to ambiguous
interpretatons of what consttutes AI.
Another defniton of AI is provided by Stuart Russell and Peter Norvig who approached the
defniton of AI from diferent perspectves, i.e. thought process, computatonal science, and
reasoning. Russell and Norvig (2009) provided four approaches for how to defne AI: the ratonal
agent approach, the "law of thought" approach, the cognitve modelling approach, and the Turing
test approach. The four approaches provide the characteristcs that defne an AI. So, the
aforementoned approaches can be used for the purpose of development of AI, which would
refect its defniton.
It is therefore apparent that the community working in the AI feld does not rely on exact
terminology, which makes it harder to provide clear unambiguous explanatons even of its basics.
However, AI can be understood as a feld of research not just as a technology, which may
implement an AI. Since the methods of implementaton of AI technologies can vary distnctvely
such an atempt to try and defne based on the technology can exclude some other concepts
which belong to the feld of AI. However, for the sake of further text, AI will be understood as set
of components (e.g. sofware, dataset, etc.), which allow a machine to execute operatons that can
be deemed as intelligent.
There is obviously a strong link between sofware, as it was described in previous sectons, and AI.
We can conclude that both technologies are implemented in a computatonal machine, are
universal and heterogeneous. There is no statutory defniton in the case of sofware neither of AI.
Also, both technologies include an algorithm and data. Generally speaking, AI can be perceived as
sofware from a technical point of view; however, AI enhances sofware capabilites beyond the
original incepton of sofware and with further development may possibly transform sofware into
complex more human-like machines which may lose its role as a pure tool in human control.
Generally, the diference between sofware and AI is the fact that sofware is most commonly
algorithmic whereas AI is typically heuristc. At the moment, there is an obvious distncton
between AI and sofware in their functonality and nature.

2.2 AI approach to sofware development
Outstanding progress in the area of sofware development by AI has been placed in program-like
neural networks (Graves, Wayne and Danihelka 2014). However, such systems cannot be truly
viewed as creatve as they do not generate human readable source code. Therefore, recently
interest has been redirected to inductve programming (here-afer "IP"), whereby inductve
reasoning methods are used for programming, algorithm design, and sofware development
(Kitzelmann 2009). An example of this technique can be seen in the automated string process in
recent versions of Microsof Excel (Singh and Gulwani 2012). The underlying algorithm is able to
automatcally generate a vast amount of outputs based on just a limited number of example
outputs. A more complex example is the STOKE super-optmizaton system developed at Stanford
University (e.g. Schkufza, Sharma and Aiken 2013). STOKE uses stochastc local search to identfy
input programs which can be made more efcient based on pre-existng assembly programs.
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The next step has been to combine IP technology with a neural network, which was demonstrated
by the Cambridge University and Microsof developed Deep Coder (Balog et al. 2016). Given just a
list of desired inputs and outputs, Deep Coder can piece together lines of pre-existng code. Deep
Coder is based on a Learning Inductve Program Synthesis (LIPS) approach and includes these
components: 1) Domain Specifc Language (DSL) specifcatons, 2) a data-generaton procedure, 3)
a machine learning model, and 4) a search procedure. The main idea behind Deep Coder is to use
a neural network to guide the search for a program consistent with a set of input-output examples
without directly predictng the entre source code. For that purpose, the neural network with
three hidden layers is trained on a specifed dataset to identfy functons of the DSL and provide
encoding of each individual input-output. Besides other things, it has been demonstrated that
Deep Coder is able to generalize beyond programs of the same length that it was trained on. There
are obvious limitatons of DeepCoder and its results, e.g. the complexity of synthesized programs;
however, it shows possible future directon for the usage of AI for program synthesis.
Another example of AI sofware development focuses on learning representaton of sofware
through graphs which represent both syntactc and semantc structure of code. Then these graphs
are used for deep learning methods to learn to reason over program structure. The main
assumpton is that this method should lead to a decrease in the amounts of training data, model
capacity and training regime and so improve the present state-of-the-art. This method also allows
detecton of bugs in mature open-source sofware projects. Outcomes of this work should be
valuable for code completon and more advanced bug fnding and can be considered as a frst step
towards the core challenge of learning the semantc of source code (Allamanis, Brockschmidt and
Khademi 2017).
The last example of AI sofware development is pix2code, which is a deep learning method to
generate code from a screenshot of a GUI. pix2code is based on Convolutonal and Recurrent
Neural Networks allowing the generaton of computer tokens from a single GUI screenshot as
input (the model learns from the pixel values of the input image alone). This method can be used
for generatng computer GUI code for various platorms (i.e. iOS and Android natve mobile
interfaces, and mult-platorm web-based HTML/CSS interfaces) without the need for any change
or specifc changes to the model. In fact, pix2code can be used as such to support diferent target
languages simply by being trained on a diferent dataset. This method can minimize the tme that
a sofware developer would spend on coding of partcular GUI (Beltramelli 2018).
These examples are by no means an exhaustve list of examples of AI sofware development;
however, what they demonstrate is that although AI is not yet able to create new programs solely
by itself the role of a human programmer can be minimised in partcular development phases to
merely providing a list of desired inputs and outputs. While sofware development is composed of
diferent phases with its level of abstracton in regards to it required usage of specifc methods,
present state-of-art does not allow sofware development purely based on AI. Such a transfer of
sofware developments towards AI may require more sophistcated technology nearly general
intelligence. [17] The general intelligence would probably allow a combinaton of diferent
methods and approaches necessary during sofware development as well as a high level of
abstracton, generalizaton, incremental learning and even creatvity. At this stage, unsupervised
learning can be deemed as the next step towards more autonomous sofware development
(Murphy 2012). If such movement can rebut the lack of creatvity and role of human developer, is
a good queston.
Since copyright protecton is strongly linked to the expression of sofware in the form of source
and object code and vests the rights in the human (see above), such technological development
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may lead to legal uncertainty whether the sofware developed in the described way can be
protected by copyright. Therefore, the protecton of non-literal and abstract elements of sofware
may become increasingly important, since the partcipaton of a human can be solely connected to
such non-literal elements represented by the provided inputs and outputs or more abstract
concepts of sofware. The presented disparites might prove to be one of the main sources of the
future struggle of tackling the synergy of copyright law and AI technology.

3. Clash of copyright and AI
The law has been trying to cover AI and its diferent aspects. It is evidently apparent that AI and its
usage can have signifcant impact on human lives and society as a whole. [18] The law has faced
several challenges by the AI, i.e. civil liability, legal personality and even copyright. Thus far, the
legal framework has not enacted any direct regulaton of AI. Most suggestons related to AI are
based on present legislaton. Despite this fact, AI is a subject-mater of partcular legal provisions
since the elements of AI are protected by copyright as well as patent law. [19] [20]
The main problem of AI and copyright is the status of AI as an author and protecton of AI
generated outputs (Lambert 2017). While atenton is mainly focussed on AI generated outputs in
textual, visual or audio form as the traditonal subjects of copyright, AI developed sofware is not
explicitly discussed in literature (Butler 1981). Nonetheless, the same grounds and remarks in the
former area can be applied in case of AI generated sofware.The queston of how AI may infuence
intellectual property has been raised multple tmes by the WIPO (Gaudamuz 2017). The WIPO
Worldwide Symposium on the Intellectual Aspects of Artfcial Intelligence [21] was held in 1991
with the partcipaton of experts from the feld of computer science, law and business. The WIPO
Symposium 1991 provided space for discussion of diferent aspects of AI and also suggested some
possible approaches toward this new technology. During the WIPO Symposium 1991, an appealing
idea was presented, that AI regulaton should be considered from the point of view of sofware
protecton (Davis, 1991).
The next secton provides an assessment of clash of copyright legislaton with AI at the
internatonal and natonal level. The outcome illustrates the very fricton areas between
traditonal concepts of copyright and new phenomena of AI. This secton is followed by current
limits of copyright protecton of sofware and its possible applicaton in case of AI development.
The last secton demonstrates potental future consideraton of status of AI outcomes and their
protecton.

3.1 Internatonal and European copyright perspectve on AI
The current legal framework of copyright developed through two diferent concepts, copyright as
the right to copy (Goldstein 2013), and author´s moral rights (Sterling 1998; Goldstein 2013). The
Berne Conventon [22] , as well as other internatonal treates, helped to bridge the two traditons
with minimum standards, which dictate substantvely similar rules for countries in both systems.
The role of the Berne Conventon is undoubtedly crucial in the course of creatng a universal
procedural framework based on the principle of natonal treatment. The fundamental principles
and concept of copyright law has been harmonised at a minimum level (e.g. authorship) via
internatonal instrument or lef outside (e.g. creatvity). One issue which was identfed based on
collision between AI and existng copyright law is the queston of authorship. It is noteworthy that
the internatonal treates deal only with the terms of author and leaves the specifc wording to
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their Member States (Ginsburg 2002). The necessary space for natonal rules, which vary on the
queston of the person who possess copyright, remains (Rosat 2017). The Berne Conventon
conjunct the term author in Artcles 3 and 7 with his natonality and death, moreover, it declares
also moral right to the author, so it is apparent that the Berne Conventon recognises as an author
the natural person. Noteworthy, the Artcle 1 of TRIPS agreement expressly states that the
natonals of other Member States shall be understood as those natural or legal persons that would
meet the criteria for eligibility for protecton. At the European level, in the case of computer
program, the Directve expressly defnes an author as a natural or legal person in artcle 2 (see
above). In conclusion, copyright law always requires at least a legal person in common and does
not allow to vest copyright in a non-human entty without any legal status (Denicola 2016).
The provision of US Copyright Code might seem more favourable towards the possible adopton of
a new concept of author, however, the US Copyright Ofce has expressly demonstrated [23] that
copyright could be granted only to the works of a natural person — " the U.S. Copyright Ofce will
register an original work of authorship, provided that the work was created by a human
being....the Ofce will not register works produced by a machine or mere mechanical process that
operates randomly or automatcally without any creatve input or interventon from a human
author ". This opinion is also supported by analogy with animals and divine person (Denicola
2016). The insistence on the requirement of human authorship provides the main obstacle over
what copyright rules possess for the usage of AI technologies.
The second crucial issue of AI and copyright is creatvity as one of the requirements for copyright
protecton (Bridy 2016, Schönberger 2018). The queston whether an AI can be truly creatve is the
topic of hot debate. Ginsburg and Budiardjo (2019) argue that current AI technology cannot be
deemed truly creatve and further observe possible allocaton of authorship of humans
andgeneratve machines (i.e. ordinary tools, partally-generatve machines, fully-generatve
machines), contrarily Bridy (2012), and Dorotheou (2015), have argued that in terms of
computatonal creatvity, machines can pass the standard of creatvity set up in Feist Publicatons
Inc. v. Rural Tel. Service Co.. Boden distnguishes machine creatvity and defnes it as the ability to
come up with ideas or artefacts that are new, surprising and valuable, thus machines can be
deemed creatve (Boden 2004). Assessment of machine creatvity has a signifcant impact on the
protecton of AI outputs. Regarding to machine creatvity, we can also distnguish between
situaton where AI is merely used as a tool, AI and human cooperaton and AI actng
autonomously.
Lastly, the queston of allocaton of copyright amongst persons who partcipated on an outcome is
yet another issue of AI and copyright law. Davies (2011) presented several optons on the
fundamental queston who should have copyright to the outcome. The present debate covers the
author of AI, owner, author of dataset, user or AI itself (Bridy 2012; Dorotheou 2015). The last
suggeston, AI as an author,may lead to some surprising conclusions whereby an AI would be
treated as a subject-mater of rights and simultaneously would have the capability to possess
rights (Krausová 2007). The implicaton of this concept was discussed in Galajdová (2018).There is
no prevailing soluton over the issue of allocaton of copyright; however, this queston is
subsequent to the queston of authorship and criteria of creatvity of AI which should be solved
frst.
In the European context, there is discussion over the issues mentoned in previous paragraphs
which are partally addressed at the legislatve level bya Report of The Commitee of Legal Afairs
(hereafer "CLA"). [24]The CLA in relaton to robots states in its recommendatons (point 59 f. of
Moton for European Parliament Resoluton) that the Commission should consider an opton of
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creaton of specifc status of electronic person in connecton with usage of autonomous robots
with its possible implicaton on civil liability. [25] It is not sure if the status of electronic person will
be placed on an equal footng with a natural or legal person or whether it status will be
distnguished from these traditonal concepts. In such a case, AI might not be deemed as an author
with this special status in copyright perspectve. In the Explanatory Statement of Report of CLA,
the need for reconsideraton of standard of originality in connecton with computer or robots
generated outputs is highlighted. While, the efort at the EU level is welcomed there is not
universal agreement regarding the regulaton of AI and how to best proceed. The European
Economic and Social Commitee stated that "is opposed to any form of legal status for robots or AI
(systems), as this entails an unacceptable risk of moral hazard" in its Opinion INT/806. [26] The
fact that there is signifcant atenton on the issue raised by AI at the EU level implies that policy
makers are aware of limitatons of current legal framework and its ability to accommodate AI.
However, it is clear that there are signifcant oppositon and hurdles that must be faced before a
conclusive policy towards regulaton of AI and its potental creaton can be formulated.
Nonetheless, sofware protecton, in part thanks to its fragmented nature, can provide a
temporary soluton in its shif to protecton of PDM as it will be described below. However, the
lack of analysis of the applicaton of the Directve in relaton to PDM raises a queston about
complexity and strength of such protecton.

3.2 Case of sofware protecton and its limits - AI perspectve
While the European legislaton is well-established in the Directve, the Court of Justce of EU
(hereafer "CJEU") has tested the limits of copyright protecton of sofware covered by the text of
the Directve. The CJEU has ruled over scope of protecton of various elements of sofware and in
some cases refused to broaden copyright protecton. The CJEU based its decisions on various
ratos as well as on existng state-of-art of sofware and its development. The queston is whether
such restrictve approach cannot provide to be obstacle with future progress in the area of
sofware development.
In case C-393/09, Bezpečnostní sofwarová asociace - Svaz sofwarové ochrany v. Ministerstvo
kultury , the CJEU brought a decision on the protecton of other elements of sofware by EU law.
[27] The CJEU concluded that the GUI is not a form of expression of a computer program, so it
cannot be protected by copyright as a computer program under existng EU law. Moreover, the
CJEU stated that the GUI does not enable the reproducton of sofware, but merely consttutes
one of its elements by means of which users make use of the features of that program (Grifths
2011). The CJEU interpreted what forms of a program should be understood in the terms of the
Directve, where the most important is that the form of expression of a program enables the
program to perform the task for which it was developed. However, the CJEU admited that a GUI
can be protected by copyright as a work if that interface is its author's own intellectual creaton
but there is limited chance of such result (Grifths 2011; Šavelka 2011). Consideraton of this case
with the applicaton pix2code may provide an interestng outcome. If there is no copyright
protecton of the GUI as sofware, there is no restricton on the usage of such an applicaton to
generate GUI code. However, there is a principal queston whether AI as itself can even breach
someone´s copyright (Grimmelmann 2016). Furthermore, the case C-393/09 provides a clearance
on the queston of form of expression of computer programme and which should be created by
human author or legal person in regards to be protected by European copyright.
The functonality is another essental element of every sofware and adds to sofware its utlity
nature. Generally, the functonality determines what a partcular sofware does and for what
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purpose it can be used. This very aspect highlights the diferent nature of sofware from other
subject-maters protectable by copyright. [28] A book, flm or song does not include a utlity
element and its copyright protecton fows from the utlitarian approach (protecton of
investment) (Goldstein 2013, 48) or natural theory (personal rights of author) (Sterling 1998, 16).
Protecton of the functonality of sofware is closely linked with the non-literal infringement of
sofware. The crucial feature of sofware is that its functonality can be accomplished in numerous
ways. This fact leads to situatons where diferent implementatons by diferent source code can
lead to the same functonality of two or more programs (Donát et al 2012). Since copyright
protects the source code, the risk of collision of two programs with similar functonality but
diferent source codes exist.
Relevant case to the protecton of functonality was ruled by the CJEU in C-406/10, SAS Insttute
Inc. v. World Programming Ltd where a number of preliminary questons were raised by the High
Court of Justce of England and Wales. The CJEU followed its previous ruling in the case C-399/09
and denied protecton of functonality of computer program as well as protecton of programming
language and the format of data fles used in a computer program within the scope of existng EU
law (see C-406/10, SAS Insttute Inc. v. World Programming Ltd, paras. 39-46 ) . The court relied on
the General Advocate opinion in reasoning why functonality should not be copyrightable, because
it would have a negatve efect on technological progress and industry development (see C406/10, SAS Insttute Inc. v. World Programming Ltd, para. 40). In the next lines, the CJEU declined
protecton of a programming language and data fles as they are elements by means of which
users exploit certain functons of a partcular program (see C-406/10, SAS Insttute Inc. v. World
Programming Ltd, para. 42). The court has not found the form of expression of computer program
in any of these elements, so the CJEU has not established copyright protecton. The decision was
commented on by the public and critcally assessed for its restricton on protecton of sofware as
well as for its reasoning (e.g. Šavelka 2011; Samuelson, Vinje and Cornish 2012; Vezzoso 2012).
This ruling is important to the queston of extending copyright protecton of sofware within the
EU framework. The CJEU points out the ratonale behind declining protecton of functonality as a
protecton of technological progress and industry development. Such ratonale is not alien to
copyright justfcaton as it should not serve as a stf instrument which hampers creatvity and
informaton fow. The CJEU also ruled over protecton of abstract concepts when it applied the
idea/expression dichotomy principle and declined protecton of abstract ideas. The functonality is
protected via its expression in fnal product, however, the concept behind its expression has not
copyright protecton. In relaton to AI, the queston of abstract concept is important since it was
demonstrated that AI has not yet achieved capability of abstracton and higher level of
generalizaton. It is hard to presume when the AI might achieve such capability and if it is even
possible at the current state. Logically, the space for human development of sofware stays out of
the scope of AI. This shif leads as to reassessment whether the abstract concept as functonality
should be protected if they are created by humans and if they meet statutory requirements.
While, historically, such a shif might have hampered the whole feld of sofware development, the
current situaton might require such a change. The sofware development process can currently be
divided into parts which include human creatvity and AI creatvity. The AI can successfully
generate the specifc expression of fnal product which would be based on abstract and general
ideas of human creator, such as essental functonality of the fnal product. In refect of case C406/10, there will not be no protecton of such abstract elements as well as current legal
framework will not allow protecton of AI output. Such approach seems to be a contrario to
justfcaton of protecton of technological progress and industry development which was made by
the CJEU in case C-406/10.
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Considering the shif to more abstract elements, another area that requires further clarifcaton
regards the scope of protecton provided to PDM. Recently, the CJEU obtained a request for a
preliminary queston by the Swedish Court of Appeal in the case C-313/18, Dacom Limited v IPM
Informed Portolio Management AB, lodged on 9 May 2018. Amongst others, the Swedish court
asked the following questons:
•

what criteria determine whether material consttutes such PDM according to the Directve,

•

whether documents which set out the requirements as to the functons which are to be
performed by a program and the result which the program must achieve (e.g. detailed
descriptons of investment principles, risk models for asset management) can consttute
PDM,

•

if material must be so complete and detailed that in practce it requires no independent
choices on the part of the person who actually writes the code of a computer program, in
order to consttute PDM,

•

if the exclusive right to PDM means that the program in which the PDM subsequently
results is to be regarded as its adaptaton and therefore a dependent work for the purpose
of copyright, or that the PDM and sofware are to be regarded as diferent forms of
expression of the same work, or that they are two independent works.

The ruling over the protecton of PDM is important in the queston of interpretaton of PDM in the
sense of the Directve. Thus far the PDM has not been subject to legal dispute and so has not been
critqued in the legal literature. However, given the rise of AI involvement in sofware
development the protecton of more abstract form of expression of sofware such as PDMs may
become more important. Therefore, clarity regarding what consttutes PDM and what forms of
PDM are protected is necessary. The CJEU in the aforementoned dispute has the chance to
provide such clarity and set up regime of protecton of PDM. The crucial element of the ruling will
be interpretaton of PDM in terms of the Directve and its compliance with the reality of sofware
development. Such interpretaton of the form of PDM should closely refect existng practce in the
technological and legal feld. If such harmony will not be reached, the newly established manner of
copyright protecton might become immediately obsolete and useless. There are no doubts that
the CJEU is bound by its previous ruling on the Directve as well as by the text of the Directve
itself. In such a scenario, the CJEU shall not protect elements of sofware, e.g. programming
language or GUI, which are excluded from protecton even though they are expressed in the form
of PDM.
There is a recent decision delivered by the Dutch Supreme Court on copyright protecton of PDM
which is restricted to the scope of protecton. The Dutch Supreme Court concluded that if the PDM
needs further translaton into a sofware by means of creatve steps in programming, it cannot
qualify as protected PDM (Cohen 2018). The decision limits protecton of PDM to the stage in
which it is protected or not. However, such limitatons might have been problematc especially
because the evaluaton of PDM is done ex post while at the moment of securing investment in the
sofware development the proper means of protecton might later be proved to be insufcient.
Moreover, the queston of the relatonship between PDM and the fnal product is crucial in the
way that if the fnal program is independent work it will have to always establish its own
protecton and meet the requirements of that criteria. Especially, in the case of AI development, it
would mean that the fnal product in form of its code is not protected if it is autonomously
developed by AI, while the PDM developed by a sofware developer will be protected. In contrast,
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if the fnal product is just derivatve work, we might assume that it can be protected by copyright
of author of PDM.
There is apparent tension between the protecton of sofware by copyright and the nature of
sofware. The copyright protecton has been applied by the CJEU in a narrower way. There is an
opton of protecton by patent, trade secret or contract provisions as a supplementary means.
However, the nature of sofware also led to discussion of adopton of sui generis protecton, which
can provide legal certainty for sofware protecton (e.g. Phillips 1991; Ginsburg 1994;
Toeniskoeter 2005). There was also provided analogy with enactment of sui generis protecton of
semi-conductor chips (Samuelson 1986). Thus far, sui generis protecton has not moved beyond
discussions in the academic sphere and possible adopton does not appear on the horizon.
However, the AI and its capabilites might be appropriate incentve to adopt such sui generis
regime and reassess current European copyright protecton of sofware, especially, since AI
highlights the gaps in the current legal framework. Moreover, future development and progress in
this area can demonstrate that copyright protecton cannot be stretched to secure interest of
right-holders.

3.3 The protecton of sofware developed by AI
There are possible other consideratons of status and protecton of AI outcomes on the current
legal framework. Such consideratons can be made partcularly in case of cooperaton of human
and AI. The cooperaton of human and AI and its implicaton for copyright protecton will depend
on the partcipaton of a human in the process of generaton of output. While some applicatons
are mere tools in the hands of a human, some applicatons operate autonomously with only
minimised human interacton of mere switching on the applicaton (Ginsburg and Budiardjo 2019).
In the later case, the human role and his actvity can be separated into creatve and non-creatve
actvity, which results in the idea or expression. While creatve actvity which results in the
expression of an idea will be automatcally protected by copyright with no doubts, the residue will
depend on assessment and potental copyright protecton is jeopardised. Butler (1981) concludes
that, if the computer owner or the owner of the underlying AI sofware rights claims he is directly
involved in the authorship of the resultng expressions, he must be able to prove his input in the
creaton of the fnished work was substantal. Thus, in the normal programming environment, the
developer can exercise a large degree of originality and creatve choices in the formulaton of an
algorithm and in the expression of idea underlying sofware. However, applicatons like
DeepCoder require only a problem statement, the computer then develops a soluton. The
element of human input into the program-creatng process is minimal.
Wu (1997) suggested a test for derivatve works in case that AI also partcipated in output. A
similar test according to the assessment of copyright protecton of output of human and AI
cooperaton can be suggested also in case of sofware. In case of sofware development, the test is
litle modifed. [29] Firstly, the outcome will be separated from the elements, which are not
protected by law, such as GUI or programming language.Such separaton of unprotected elements
has been used in USA case law in non-literal infringement in the case Computer Associates
Internatonal, Inc. v. Altai, Inc., 982 F.2d 693 (2d Cir. 1992). The second step will involve an
analytcal assessment to determine which part(s) of the outcome has risen from a human
developer actvity. Then the outcome is split into parts which are linked to a human and which are
linked to an AI. Afer such determinaton, the assessment whether the parts associated with a
human are fxed in the expression of the outcome and it is not only linked to the idea underlying
such expression. If linked to the expression of the outcome, the last step would be to assess
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whether it fulfls the requirement of originality. If so, part of the outcome in the queston is
protected by copyright, which fows from the human. The queston of copyright protecton of the
outcome as a whole would probably depend on the extent and importance of the human
partcipaton on the fnal outcome. The copyright protecton of a human author can be extended if
there is a nexus between outcome and human creatvity (Bridy 2012). This test can provide a tool
to analyse the status and nature of an outcome.
The decision whether the threshold of extent of the human partcipaton on the fnal outcome will
be low or high would depend on court decision. Logically, a high threshold does not make sense by
virtue that this would refect the concept of AI as a mere tool. A lower threshold might provide an
adequate soluton for most cases of AI and human cooperaton. This test will not be applicable in
cases where it is apparent that AI generated its outcomes almost autonomously and
independently, where the human (user) input consisted of a simple order to generate code it
cannot be deemed as partcipaton on fnal product (Wu, 1997). In such scenarios, there is stll
possible partcipaton of person who developed the AI which can be examined by the same test.
There is stll opportunity to modify the aforementoned test based on the nature of the outcome
when in the case of a database the criteria can be oriented in investment in the input (Ramalho
2017). Also, in case of natonal applicaton of this test, the threshold might be modifed in regards
to subject-mater of the test, e.g. uniqueness criteria for originality (Zibner 2017). Importantly, the
described test provides a soluton for copyright protecton of AI outputs which is vested in a
human author. This assessment excludes the concept of AI as an author.

Conclusion
In the case that AI will contnuously be implemented for sofware development, the established
scope of the copyright protecton will not be enough (Goldberg and Carson 1991, Schrönberger
2018). Although, AI cannot fully replace a human sofware developer yet, we can already
recognize the possible side efects of AI on sofware protecton. The fact that AI can generate
code, which is one of the essental elements for protecton, might shif the whole idea of copyright
of sofware. The key moment is when a human will no longer be creator of the code, so the code
will not be the human developers own creaton. The code will stll be the form of expression of
sofware; however, it will not originate in the human actvity but be created by a machine. In such
a case, the overall queston of authorship of code arises.
Will sofware in the form of its source code stll be protected by copyright if AI generated it? Is it
stll a human creaton? Compared to CASE tools, mentoned earlier, AI demonstrates skills to
generate code with minimum human inputs, while CASE tools stll present applicaton sofware
where the role of the developer is indisputable. [30] This shif in sofware development may
challenge copyright protecton in the near future since it was proved that the current state of art
in AI research contnues to improve in the feld of code generaton and future developments may
provide even more complex code producton. With ongoing research and its outcomes, it might be
important to detect the link between a human author and the produced source code. In this
scenario, the protecton of other forms of sofware will become important, although current
practce shows limited desire to protect these other forms. However, these forms will probably be
tghtly bounded with human development in the long-term period. As it was discussed, fully AI
sofware development is a future desire which goes beyond the horizon of existng technology.
Regarding to that the pending preliminary ruling before the CJEU might become a breakthrough in
terms of future copyright protecton of sofware. The CJEU interpretaton of PDM might
demarcate the very scope of remaining copyright protecton of sofware, if the AI sofware
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development upgrades to the level when it will generate longer and more complex codes. While
the CJEU already declined copyright protecton of various elements of sofware such as GUI,
programming language, format of data fles and mostly its functonality, the protecton of lefover
elements is gaining importance. Although, the CJEU has not showed any hesitaton to protect
sofware in the form of its source code or object code, such a protecton might become obsolete in
the case that these are generated by AI and are no longer a human creaton. The only remaining
element of sofware to be protected under the existng copyright framework will be PDMs and
other abstract elements such as algorithms. Whilst the protecton of abstract elements of sofware
might be difcult to obtain as well as it may possess adverse efect on the sofware industry in the
form of increasing risk of monopoly over fundamental concepts, the protecton of PDMs shall be a
pragmatc soluton. As it was mentoned, there is a high probability that in upcoming future the
sofware development with its more abstract concept and preparatory works will be stll carried by
human developers.
There is ongoing discussion of consequences of AI on copyright and authorship of AI in light of
traditonal copyrighted works (e.g. Guadamuz 2017). There are suggestons towards AI generated
creatons with the desire to track back to a human author, which could be either AI developer or
AI user (e.g. Denicola 2016). The refusal of protecton of AI generated outputs has been proposed
as well (e.g. Grimmelmann 2015). Lastly, the AI authorship has been discussed as a possibility (e.g.
Hristov 2016). Parallel evaluaton can be made in relaton to AI sofware development. However, if
the fully AI generaton of code will be reached, tracking a human author of code and proof of his
creaton might be impossible (Liu 2018). In conclusion, upcoming challenge for copyright
protecton of sofware appears on the horizon while the certain collapse of sofware copyright
protecton has not been foreseen yet. Nevertheless, a shif in sofware protecton can be
perceived in the near future.
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